
Europe and Russia Research Project Rubric

Name:________________________________________       Period:______

Research Topic: __________________________________________________________

Score        Criteria: D Thinking Critically

     1-2 [ ]limited attempt to identify cause innovation and 
effect.

[ ]identifies some different views
[ ]some limited connection of opinion and fact

     3-4   [ ]identifies some of cause innovation and effect.
[ ]identifies some different views and implications
[ ]makes connections with information and opinion

     5-6   [ ]identifies the cause innovation and effect.
[ ]identifies different views and implications
[ ]makes connections between information/opinion

     7-8   [ ]identifies in detail cause innovation and effect.
[ ]clearly identifies different views and implications
[ ]connects information to form a relevant opinion

  Score           Criteria: B Investigating

     1-2 [ ]chooses a question to research 
[ ]makes a limited attempt to follow a research plan
[ ]makes a limited attempt to find/record information
[ ]makes a limited attempt to answer the research 
    question

     3-4 [ ]chooses a question to research 
[ ]partially follows a simple research plan
[ ]develops a method to find/record information
[ ]partially answers the research question

     5-6 [ ]chooses a question to research 
[ ]satisfactorily follows a simple research plan
[ ]develops a method to find/record appropriate 
     information
[ ]satisfactorily answers the research question

     7-8 [ ]chooses a question to research 
[ ] follows a simple research plan completely
[ ]develops a method to find/record appropriate 
     information in line with the research question
[ ]completely answers the research question

 Score            Criteria: C Communicating

     1-2 [ ]tries in a limited way to organize information 
    according to instructions
[ ]makes a limited attempt to provide works cited

     in the correct format

     3-4 [ ]sometimes  organizes information according to 
    instructions
[ ]provides works cited that is in some ways in the 
    correct format

     5-6 [ ]often organizes information according to     
    instructions
[ ]provides works cited that is often in the correct 
    format

     7-8 [ ]completely  organizes information according to 
    instructions
[ ]provides works cited that is icompletely in the 
    correct format
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